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Gravity pulls everything to the ground. One precise cut and
intestines-liver-lungs-dung spill out and steam away in their
shockingly blue-white and red hues this winter morning. The park
ranger tells us that the pool of deer entrails normally stays there
for a couple of days until it has been consumed by the area’s
birds and other wildlife.
Ian Ingram’s current exhibition springs from this – literally –
bloody mess at Kalvebod Fælled that took place during the early
days of his Copenhagen residency. But also from a singular and
committed practice that draws upon areas as diverse as biology,
land art, mechanical automata, and computer vision research.
Finding one’s way in Ingram’s projects and the interdisciplinary
landscapes they inhabit can be as challenging as uncovering the
connections in a tangled web of colorful organs. Where do the
individual parts begin and end in an exhibition like this?

MAGPIE MYTHOLOGIES
Next Animals centers on a series of robotic interactions with local
magpies. Culturally magpies are enveloped in a rich mythology
that, interestingly, varies markedly among the different countries
all over the globe where species of the bird can be spotted.
Historically superstitions have cast magpies variously as bad
omens, bringers of good fortune and news, sacred creatures to
be worshipped, human helpers – even sorcerers flying to secret
gatherings.
In a Scandinavian context the magpie has generally been seen
in a negative light since the introduction of Christianity. One
of the most strong-lived magpie stories is thus the claim that
the bird is attracted to shiny things and routinely steals such
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objects from humans, which has contributed to its reputation as
a compulsive thief. Another popular observation has also been
a factor in establishing its bad standing and led to perceptions
of the magpie as ruthless and cunning by nature, namely that it
routinely feeds on the eggs and young chicks of other birds.
On the surface, it would seem then that Ingram has selected a
quite unpopular animal without many redeeming qualities as his
chosen interlocutor. That is, however, just one side of the story.
Behavioral and physiological studies of the Eurasian magpie
have led researchers to believe that magpies are among the
most intelligent creatures inhabiting the Earth. And magpies
are admired by bird watchers and animal scientists for their
extensive tool use, ability to store food across seasons, episodiclike memory, and complex social conduct – the species was even
the first non-mammal demonstrated to be capable of mirror-self
recognition.1
Even as some of the claims put forth about magpies will today
be written off by most people as backward superstitions with no
purchase on reality, the contradictions and great variance found
in the discourses on this omnipresent bird points to something
worth keeping in mind: Speaking on animals is actually no easy
task and a serious matter. What are we actually uttering, for
instance, when we assert that a magpie is coldhearted and
cunning?

ANIMAL TALK
Through Ingram’s attempts at communicating with magpies an
urgent question is reflexively posed, “How can we humans speak
about animals?” This question obviously relates to the more

Magpie. Photo: Ian Ingram.
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general philosophical problem of representation, and it begs of
us to choose an epistemology: in order to say something about
animals we need to know about them.
We can definitely study animals as objects of the natural
sciences as we do when we dissect them and expound their inner
workings to groups of school children. Or when we try to observe
and map their migratory behavior as detached and objectively
as possible to uncover patterns. This approach has clearly
engendered significant insights – as when a team of researchers
recently debunked the myth that magpies are attracted to shiny
objects.2 But will it lead to a genuine understanding of animals as
possibly sentient co-beings?
In philosophy of science the endeavor to explain phenomena in
terms of cause and effect characteristic of the natural sciences
is often contrasted with a search for understanding within the
humanities that have developed a wide range of hermeneutic
methods all geared at uncovering meaning through interpretation. But the humanities’ object of study is human culture and
the field can only address animals as beings-in-themselves
indirectly by querying human-animal relations and human representations of animals.

INTERSPECIES MIMETIC IMPULSES
Considerations similar to those above have led to the formation
of the academic field of animal studies that posit interdisciplinarity as key in deconstructing the human drive to blindly
anthropomorphize animals and spin human narratives around
them. While this project is compatible with some of Ingram’s
interests, the interdisciplinarity of his practice primarily seems
motivated by a deep-seated interest in exploring the many facets
of a concept that itself defies disciplinary boundaries, namely
mimesis. Mimesis – the imitative representation of the physical
world or of a certain behavior – is of course the central operation
of art, literature, and theater, but it also bears on other areas of
human and non-human activity. Historically, for instance, humans
have also engaged in mimetic relations with animals through
cultic practices, and as part of the hunting techniques that
later coalesced into technological aids such as bird calls, stoolpigeons, and fishing lures. In zoology mimesis is actually defined
very narrowly, much in this sense, as one animal’s mimicry of
another animal or a plant.
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Doctor Maggotty is Anxious about the End (2015). Photo: Ian Ingram.

Ingram’s robotic devices never strive toward identity and
complete replication– their mimicry remains far from the renaissance vision of art as a window onto the world. They are not
imitations per se but rather simulacra that approximate reality
while simultaneously untethering it, extrapolating its virtual lines
of flight. Sometimes natural forms are distorted or exaggerated
to function as superstimuli, other times jarring out of place
elements are added to the mix. The magpie robot condenses
features of the bird’s physical appearance – its simple blackand-white dress and the overall shape of its neck, head, and
beak – but augments these with, among other things, a whirled
serpentine attachment that ties the creature to a branch.
Whether this abstracted version of the magpie would be interpreted as magpie-esque by real magpies remained an unknown
during the initial design process – it was missing the iridescent
feathers, but could also be missing vital features imperceptible
to humans (most birds have four instead of three color receptors
in their eyes and are able to see ultraviolet light invisible to
humans).
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Besides appearance Ingram’s mimesis is highly concerned with
gesture as a biosemiotic means of communication. Learning
to speak a foreign language always requires mimicry, and the
magpie is known to accurately imitate and acquire the chirping
of other birds as well as human speech. With animals we seem
to be more attuned to the fact that certain actions imbued with
communicative functions can also be innate rather than learnt
through imitation. The central bill wiping gesture of the magpie
robot seems to allude to this tension and ambiguity. Its function
or meaning is not necessarily fixed but has been subject to
discussion among magpie experts. The prosaic guess is that
magpies simply use it to clean their beaks after having eaten for
instance. Researchers have, however, also hypothesized that
the gesture is performed to shape the beak so that it better fits
the specific purposes required for food gathering in the area
the magpie inhabits. A third interpretation is that the series of
movements indexes indecisiveness, and that the magpie is in
a nervous state unsure of what to do next. As magpies have
been demonstrated to use their own experience to predict the
behavior of their conspecifics, there has also been speculation
that other magpies might be able to infer the affective state of
the magpie performing the gesture simply by watching – whether
that then be well-fed bliss or anxiousness.

ENTANGLED MAN
Through a strategy of “mimetic entanglement” Next Animals
probes the aporias of understanding and communication. Rather
than seeking an illusory common ground between human and
animal Ingram’s project revels in a desire for technologically
mediated communion combined with an acute eye for the
incommensurability of human and magpie experience, bound as
they are to the species’ respective Umwelts. The “successful”
interactions we see in the video are but a small subset of the
actual encounters between birds and the robotic system. On the
one hand this speaks to the difficulty as well as the marvel of
communication – how everything needs to coincidentally align
just right for anything to occur. But it could also imply that human
decisions and human normativity will inevitably be the privileged
organizing principles when magpie, man, and technology are
entwined into a post-biological assemblage.
Next Animals openly rejoices in such ambiguities, and the fact
that the observer always affects and is affected by the system
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Stuttering Magpie Machine (2006). Photo: Ian Ingram.

she studies. Its messy mimesis unfolds a modest and provisional working out of human fantasies about animals and reality
through robotic technology, which is quite remarkable considering the anthropocentrism that clings to the word “robot” (originating in Karel Čapek’s sci-fi play R.U.R. (1920) the word referred
to artificially produced humans). Perhaps robots really could be
future allies of animals, as suggested by Ingram, with whom they
would share secrets we humans cannot possibly understand.
In another work by Ingram, Stuttering Magpie (2006), a robotic
creature performed a shadow play relating a codified message
of the whereabouts of its nest in letters from a secret magpie
alphabet constructed by the artist. Maybe the robot in Next
Animals has similarly acquired a language that is possible to
decode yet manages to slip by unnoticed? Perhaps it speaks of
the true meaning of a quite extraordinary phenomenon in which
the magpie also uses its beak: When a magpie dies several
members of its species will gather round the dead body and tend
to it in a kind of funeral rite. They will gently peck at the dead body
and preen its feathers while cawing away, as if lamenting and
grieving their dead. This phenomenon we currently refer to as a
“magpie funeral” – an anthropomorphism if ever there was one.
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